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dumb driven cattle," but to "be a hero in the strife." Such
books are now replaced by popular psychology, but in one
form or another this gospel of purpose is always preached.
And, to come to our present point after this excursus, what the
young teacher has to realize is that this element of purpose or
striving is just as good and true for the child as for himself.
On the whole, the child should be neither harshly driven nor
firmly led, but should voluntarily strive towards an aim which
he clearly sees, though in his case the aim will be immediate
rather than remote.
The learning Having said so much about the generally pur-
process posive character of the mental life, let us come
down to the details of the school-room. The
practical inference is that when all has been said that can be
said for class-teaching, including oral lessons that alternate
between parrative and interrogation, the fact remains that in
the school of the future the rooms will be constructed and
equipped, not for rows of listeners, but for groups of workers
and for individual workers. Teaching will more and more take
on the form, not of telling nor even of "eliciting," but of caus-
ing to learn, to learn to know, or to do, or to appreciate. For
this reason, modern treatises on education and educational
psychology differ from the older treatises in having less to say
about teaching, and more to say about learning. Experi-
mental psychology has to some extent supplemented the
vaguer findings of introspective psychology by more precise
investigations into the learning process. Now the learning
process is at its best when it means trying to solve a problem;
which is the same as saying that whatever he may be learning,
the learner, whether child or adult, should have a definite
purpose in view. For the sake of illustration, suppose the
problem to be that of solving a mechanical puzzle, and suppose
the learner not to possess a high degree of intelligence, or at
any rate not to be of a mechanical turn of mind* His method

